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Introduction to Alumax Boats

Discover Alumax Boats, the specialist in developing, 
constructing, and delivering aluminum boats from the 
Netherlands. Globally renowned as the supplier of the 
famous aluminum Watertaxis in Rotterdam, we also offer 
tour boats in cities like Amsterdam with its famous canals 
and the picturesque Delft. Our expertise in emission-free 
navigation reflects the reputation of the Netherlands as a 
leading boat-building country. Even the King of the Nether-
lands has visited Alumax, emphasizing our quality and 
craftsmanship.



Alumax Waterbus Fifty

Meet the Alumax Waterbus Fifty, an electric aluminum tour boat designed for 

comfort and sustainability. With its hydraulically retractable roof, you can effortles-

sly pass under low bridges while enjoying a panoramic view of the surroundings. 

Experience the convenience and environmental friendliness of electric propulsion 

as you relax and enjoy a leisurely journey through the waterways.



ALUMAX PRO

WATERBUS
FIFTY

Technical specifications:
L.O.A. (Length Overall):  14.30 meters
B.O.A. (Beam Overall):  3.14 meters (without fender)
Draft:  0.85 meters
Clearance:  1.36 meters
Certification ES-TRIN 
Hull weight:  approximately 4.500 KG
Max passengers:  51 persons



The interior of the Waterbus Fifty is cleverly 
designed and offers great flexibility. From a 
convenient bus layout to the option to transform 
the rear section into a dance or presentation 
floor, the possibilities are versatile. Additionally, 
there's space for cocktail tables, while a 
convenient restroom in the middle of the boat 
ensures extra comfort. But that's not all! The 
Waterbus Fifty comes equipped with a range of 

options, including navigation lights, a hydraulic 
roof structure, interior lighting, and an AIS 
transponder.
With a clearance height of just 1.30 m, this 
electric-powered Waterbus Fifty is an innovative 
choice on the water, providing access to places 
only open boats can reach.
In summary, the Waterbus Fifty has everything 
you need for an enjoyable boating experience





Aluminum, the core material of our vessels, is known for its durability, lightweight construction, 
and strength. And it's low maintenance, saving valuable time. Combined with electric propulsi-
on, our boats offer environmentally friendly and quiet navigation, making them ideal for use in 
urban waterways and natural environments. With a lower environmental impact and reduced 
noise pollution, you'll enjoy a comfortable and environmentally conscious experience on the 
water.
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